Quintessentially Individual
At Edelweiss we want to bring the joy of live music into every interior. We understand that we are all unique individuals in our own right, and feel that our individuality makes the world a more interesting and vibrant place.

By surrounding ourselves with objects that express our passions, and style we create truly unforgettable memories that are rich, colourful and unique.

For over four decades, the master craftsmen at Edelweiss have been designing and manufacturing beautiful bespoke pianos for people who share our beliefs, who appreciate the classical, style and tonal richness of our concert standard instruments but who also recognise and embrace the boundless possibilities that we can make reality.

We share the joy of music and create totally customisable self-playing pianos.
In 1975 research physicist and concert pianist John Roy Norman quit his white collar job to follow his passion of making a better piano. His vision: to put the joy of live music within reach of everybody by providing premium quality yet affordable instruments. Thus, Edelweiss was born, with it’s unique DNA of craftsmanship and innovation.

From humble beginning in the backroom of our founder’s house to our current state-of-the-art 10,000 ft² production facility, Edelweiss Pianos have always been crafted in Cambridge, UK. Our team of Master Craftsmen embody the very best of British design and craftsmanship into every Edelweiss Piano guaranteeing you a flawless playing experience and the delightful ‘sonorous European tone’ that our pianos are renowned for.

Engineered to perform, ready to self-play 24/7 and versatile enough to adapt to any environment, your Edelweiss Piano can bring your home to life anywhere in the world.
An orchestra at your fingertips

Gone are the days of having to learn to play the piano; wirelessly controlled by an iPod, let the Edelweiss Virtuoso system bring your piano to life.

Preloaded with 24 hours of music (more than 500 songs), you simply operate your piano from the standard iTunes screen. Whether you are after Bach, Beethoven, Ed Sheeran or Elton John; select your song, press play and your piano literally plays itself – the keys go up and down and the piano plays live – accurately reproducing all of the expression and dynamism of the originally recorded pianist, from pianissimo to fortissimo with 1800 gradations in between!

A speaker mounted out of sight accentuates the accompanying tracks providing the instrumentals, orchestral and vocals adding a whole new dimension to live piano entertainment.

You can even create your own beautiful music with our optional state-of-the-art record and playback functionality.
Edelweiss Pianos can be found all over the world onboard cruise liners, in restaurants, mountain chalets, townhouses and inner city apartments – with Edelweiss there is the perfect piano option for you whatever your interior.

Manufacturer’s of the smallest acoustic grand piano in the world, our range goes from beautiful and petite, right up to the pedigree Edelweiss Concert Grand Piano with two popular upright pianos also available. And it doesn’t just stop there.

Every Edelweiss piano is totally customisable by you and can be delivered anywhere in the world! From standard black, through black and red, white and gold, transparent acrylic to 500,000 Swarovski crystals – Edelweiss gives you an extremely versatile range both musically and aesthetically that starts from three piano platforms.

The Sygnet G50 will fit when nothing else will. Officially the smallest acoustic grand piano in the world, this piano is very popular in penthouse apartments, on-board superyachts and in restaurants; in short anywhere where space is at a premium. With chic traditional styling and beautiful butterfly wings, this grand piano is the perfect design statement for even the cosiest of corners.
With four models available, from Baby Grand right through to a full concert grand, you can find a beautiful self-playing classic grand piano in the ideal size for you. Designed by master piano builders to be enjoyed by pianists and music lovers, with the Flugel you choose a piano with the hallmark Edelweiss tone and a lively touch. Available as standard in black, the Flugel provides an arresting centrepiece for any interior.

With a choice of two models, the distinctive tone of the Klavier is the hallmark of an Edelweiss. An accomplished performer providing true pleasure for any pianist to play and with attractive traditional styling, this is the perfect complement for any period interior. A beautiful finishing touch to any home.
That azure blue sea, that amazing sunset, your child’s first steps, the beautiful smell of an alpine meadow... as emotional human beings we all find inspiration from every area of our lives.

Whether it’s a favourite colour, a first date, that unforgettable moment when he proposed, the beautiful colour of your first car, great grandmothers diamond tiara, a stunning building that you have always admired ... inspiration is everywhere!!

At Edelweiss, we have the privilege of transforming your inspiration into a truly unique centrepiece that combines your own art, design and music preferences into one stunning musical masterpiece – something individually and uniquely you.
From family evenings around the piano to high school musicals or that beautiful music on that very special dinner night – music accompanies all of us in our most enjoyable, most unforgettable moments.

At Edelweiss, our passion is to share the joy of live music with you, in a beautiful, musical centrepiece that is truly unique to you and totally yours to enjoy for a lifetime. Whatever your interior, whatever your tastes in art, music or design, whatever space is available in your home … choose Edelweiss to bring your world to life with the joy of live self-playing piano music.

Lifetime of care
Crafted by master pianists to provide a lifetime of musical enjoyment, your piano will come fully supported by the complete Edelweiss Pianos care package, three of our most popular items are listed below:

GLOBAL DELIVERY
Yes, any Edelweiss Piano can be delivered to you wherever you are in the world. Exporting since 1985 we proudly have a 100% no-damage-to-date export record.

CLIMATE CONTROL
Highly recommended for any environment with underfloor heating or for any piano being exported out of the UK, the Edelweiss Climate Control system guarantees a consistent humidity for your piano, providing a longer lasting and stable piano experience.

TOTALCARE
Yes, you can totally handover the care of your piano to our professional team! With a TotalCare Subscription, our highly competent technicians guarantee to keep your piano in, concert-ready condition.

Lifetime of enjoyment
From family evenings around the piano to high school musicals or that beautiful music on that very special dinner night – music accompanies all of us in our most enjoyable, most unforgettable moments.